Submissions Template for participating in the
2021 HAS Summer Online Show
Submissions or Questions to: ChODonnell48@gmail.com
Please follow directions listed below to make uploading to our website as
simple as possible
We are only allowing 1-2 images of your work for the show, so 2
paintings or 2 photos of grouped items ex: 5 pairs of earrings in one photo.
Only 1-2 photos of your Artwork-Maximum
1. Please re-Name your photos with Sum2021, your initials, and then
#s 1 or 2 (1-2 photos only).
Please use 3 letters (Your middle initial too) so there is no confusion with
other artists
Photo File names should look like this:
Sum2021COD 1.jpg
Sum2021COD 2.jpg
2. Please write all Photo Captions in the email text-No PDF’s
List captions of the images using the Photo’s file name and include this info
within the text of the email. Please include Title, Medium, and Size
For Example:
Sum2021COD 1 -Quan Yin Watercolor 22” X 30” $1500
Sum2021COD 2 -Maat Watercolor 15” X 22” $300
3. Attach your photos as jpeg’s to the email
-No PDF’S with images and text laid out on a page-I can’t copy from these
for the website.
When attaching photos, Attach them at ‘Actual Size’, 1MB, or larger.

*A PDF DOES NOT work. I can’t upload a PDF with text and images to
the website.

3. Put your Name, Initials, and Contact info, at the top of your email.

Email to ChODonnell48@gmail.com should look like this:
Artist Name-Cheryl O’Donnell, Brookline NH (town is optional)
Initials: COD
Contact Info: email or tel# let me know if you want this info published
Your Website, FB, or Instagram info:
www.CODdecorativePainting.com or
See me on Facebook at COD Decorative Painting
Captions for Artwork:
Sum2021COD 1 -Quan Yin Watercolor 22” X 30” $1500
Sum2021COD 2 Maat Watercolor 15” X 22” $300
1st j.peg attached
2nd j.peg attached

